Team Activities Today in CS189A

• Throughout: TA meetings for those assigned: PRDv1 help/feedback
• Team activities
  – Sprint 1 ends
    • Retrospective (1 good, 1 bad each; vote/pick one to fix in Sprint2) + Scribe
  – Sprint 2 planning (10 days) (PRDv1 due this Thursday)
• Oct 29-Nov 8 (design & prototyping (5-10 stories/ucases, PRD v1 and v2)
  – PRDv1: 10 stories/ucases prioritized w/ acceptance tests/testable postconditions
    » 5 stories/ucases with implementation started or completed w/ tests
    » Give links to github commits for 5+ in PRDv1 writeup next to story
  – PRDv1: architecture/system diagram
  – PRDv1: 2-3 page in depth writeup: problem, innovation, science, core technical advance; project specifics, team goals/objectives, background, & assumptions
  – PRDv2: more detailed system diagram + detailed design (see next slide)
  – PRDv2: 10 additional stories/ucase, 5+ additional implementations/tests
  – PRDv2: 3+ sequence diagrams, 3+ UI interaction/sequence diagrams + mockups
  – Sprint backlog: Stories with tasks and timings; selected by team members to amount to 10 days; build/track burndown chart (show TA at meeting)
    » Plan to add commit links and trello/pivotal cards to PRDv2 for each
• Thursday: Scrum, TA meetings, finish/turnin PRDv1 via email